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Abstract The increasing integration of variable wind

generation has aggravated the imbalance between elec-

tricity supply and demand. Power-to-hydrogen (P2H) is a

promising solution to balance supply and demand in a

variable power grid, in which excess wind power is con-

verted into hydrogen via electrolysis and stored for later

use. In this study, an energy hub (EH) with both a P2H

facility (electrolyzer) and a gas-to-power (G2P) facility

(hydrogen gas turbine) is proposed to accommodate a high

penetration of wind power. The EH is modeled and inte-

grated into a security-constrained unit commitment

(SCUC) problem, and this optimization problem is solved

by a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) method

with the Benders decomposition technique. Case studies

are presented to validate the proposed model and elaborate

on the technological potential of integrating P2H into a

power system with a high level of wind penetration (HWP).

Keywords Electricity and natural gas coordination,

Power-to-hydrogen (P2H), Wind generation, Security-

constrained unit commitment (SCUC), Energy hub (EH)

1 Introduction

Concerns over climate change [1, 2] and sustainability

have led to a global push towards the proliferation of

renewable energy in electricity generation [3]. Accord-

ingly, the integration of wind power generation has grown

substantially in recent years. However, the significant

increase in the volatile supply of energy has challenged the

balance of electricity and required greater ramping capa-

bilities [4]. Therefore, various energy storage devices [5, 6]

and carriers [7, 8] such as electric vehicles [9, 10], batteries

[11], compressed air [12] and pumped-hydro storage

[13, 14] are expected to assist balancing in power systems.

Power-to-hydrogen (P2H) is considered to be a promising

alternative for this application.

P2H is a technological concept that can convert the sur-

plus electrical energy into a gaseous energy carrier, typically,

hydrogen [15] by electrolysis. An important distinction

between P2H and other storage technologies is that P2H

allows the conversion of energy amongst a variety of energy

sectors and end-users [16]. P2H processes include conver-

sion and later use in non-electrical forms. This characteristic

is critical for decoupling the production and the consumption

of electricity [17]. An increasing number of P2H pilot plants

[18], which produce hydrogen from variable renewable

power [19–21], illustrate significant potentials for utilizing

P2H as energy storage [22–24].
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Furthermore, the fast response capability of hydrogen

electrolyzers [25] enables P2H to participate in ancillary

services [26] for power grids. The provision of ancillary

services offers additional revenues for enhancing the P2H

value proposition as a storage device. In [27], the authors

assessed the potential for P2H to increase wind power

dispatchability, and in [28] they explored how to integrate

P2H into power systems for load balancing.

Initial results from these analyses illustrate potentially

compelling cases for P2H applications. In order to better

study the integration of P2H in the power system, an

energy hub (EH) [29, 30] equipped with a P2H facility

(electrolyzer) and a gas-to-power (G2P) facility (hydrogen

gas turbine) is proposed in this paper to accommodate the

volatility introduced by a large wind power penetration.

The proposed EH stores surplus wind power as hydrogen

via P2H. When needed, the G2P facility feeds the energy

back to the power grid. Unlike other MW-size energy

storage facilities, the EH can not only feed energy back to

the power grid, but also directly supply hydrogen products

to other industry sectors. This could allow additional wind

generation capacity to be installed inside the EH and

enhance its economic viability.

The main contributions of our approach include: the

P2H and G2P facilities are uniformly modeled in a sim-

plified EH; the EH is integrated into a day-head security-

constrained unit commitment (SCUC) formulation with

volatile wind power generation; and the economic and

technical potentials of EH to accommodate a large wind

power penetration is demonstrated by a series of numerical

analyses. In general, the proposed problem focuses on the

day-ahead optimal scheduling of stochastic power systems

with the integration of P2H processing and wind power

generation. A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)

approach [31] with the Benders decomposition technology

[32, 33] solves the proposed scheduling problem. To con-

sider the uncertainty of wind generation, the Monte Carlo

method generates scenarios representing the volatility of

wind power.

2 System description and mathematical modeling

2.1 System description

The schematic of a typical P2H facility is given in

Fig. 1. The gray part is an EH which composes P2H

(electrolyzer), G2P (hydrogen turbine) and hydrogen stor-

age serving as a buffer.

Figure 2 shows the integration principle. P2H is used

during periods of surplus wind generation. The surplus

wind power that is subject to curtailment is converted into

hydrogen by electrolysis and stored. During periods of low

wind power generation and high power demand, the energy

stored in hydrogen will be converted to electricity by G2P.

Small amounts of hydrogen, i.e., MWh-scale, can be stored

in high-pressure tanks. Huge amounts of hydrogen, i.e.,

GWh-scale, can be stored in human-made underground salt

caverns. In this way, even balancing seasonal wind energy

variations is possible [24].

Providing hydrogen products will reduce the require-

ment for storage capacity and flexibility to manage the

variability of renewable energy. In the long run, the total

energy produced by P2H can be much larger than that

consumed by G2P and the produced hydrogen can directly

serve various industrial applications, i.e., feedstock for the

chemical industry, fuel for fuel cell cars or blending

with natural gas in natural gas pipelines. Therefore, unlike

compressed air energy storage [12] and pumped-hydro

storage [13], there is no strict balancing constraint for

equating electricity input and output in the EH. In addition

to providing bulk energy storage, the flexibility of the

electrolyzer and the hydrogen gas turbine also enables EH

to provide ancillary services for the power grid.

Since we mainly focus on the integration of the pro-

posed EH into the power grid, specific processes to pro-

duce, store and utilize hydrogen are not discussed. We

define the EH parameters with reference to previous works.

Owing to its fast response to wind fluctuations [15],

polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis [25] is adopted

as a suitable process for the P2H facility. Hydrogen gas

turbines [28], which start faster and have a higher ramping

rate than traditional power plants, are adopted as an

example for the G2P facility. Such facilities [18] have been
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proved to be able to provide both energy balancing and

ancillary services, and the optimal capacity ratio between

electrolysis and gas turbines is determined using an eco-

nomic evaluation in [28].

2.2 Mathematical model of economic dispatch

2.2.1 Objective function

The SCUC problem with wind power generation [33]

and the proposed EH is formulated as an optimization

problem. The objective function (1) consists of fuel costs

for generating electricity and P2H and startup costs for the

thermal units. The operating costs of wind generating units

are assumed to be zero.

min
XNT

t¼1

XNG

i¼1

ðFiðPitÞIit þ SitÞ þ
XNE

j¼1

FjðPjtÞ
" #

ð1Þ

where t, i and j are indices of hours, thermal units and EH

units, respectively, while NT, NG and NE are the total

numbers of hours, thermal units and EH units; Fi and Fj are

production cost functions; Iit is commitment state; Sit is a

constant startup cost, for simplicity; and Pit and Pjt are

output power from thermal units and EH units,

respectively.

The quadratic fuel cost function (2) is adopted:

FiðPitÞ ¼ ciðaiP2
it þ biPit þ ciÞ ð2Þ

where ai, bi and ci are fuel consumption characteristic

coefficients for unit i; and ci is the fuel price coefficient.

And Fj will be given in the next part.

In this paper, the convex nonlinear production cost

functions in (2) are approximated by a set of piecewise

linear blocks using the method applied in [34]. Thus (2) is

approximated by (3) with constraints (4) and (5):

FiðPitÞ ¼ ci
XNi

k¼1

cikpikt ð3Þ

Pit ¼
XNi

k¼1

pikt ð4Þ

0� pikt � Iitpik;max ð5Þ

where cik is the incremental fuel cost of unit i for segment

k; pikt is the generation of unit i at hour t for segment k;

pik,max is the maximum capacity of unit i for segment k; and

Ni is the total number of segments for unit i.

2.2.2 Constraints for P2H and G2P in an EH

Three working modes of EH including P2H, G2P and

idling are considered. In P2H mode, the hub acts as a load,

and in G2P mode, it is a generator. While in the idling

mode, the hub is on standby for either P2H or G2P.

Accordingly, the following integer variables and con-

straints are introduced for EH unit j at hour t:

IP2Hjt þ IG2Pjt � 1 ð6Þ

where IG2Pjt is 1 in the G2P mode, otherwise it is 0; IP2Hjt is 1

in the P2H mode, otherwise it is 0.

Superscripts G2P and P2H are used throughout the

following formulation. Integrating the EH in SCUC, Fj is

defined as in (7):

FjðPjtÞ ¼ FP2H
j ðPjtÞIP2Hjt þ FG2P

j ðPjtÞIG2Pjt ð7Þ

To simplify, when the EH works in the G2P mode, the

G2P facility [35] is assumed to have the same cost

characteristics as those of a traditional gas turbine,

following the quadratic model of (2), with a self-

produced hydrogen fuel; when it works in the P2H mode,

its cost is defined as in (8) [36]:

FP2H
j ðPjtÞ ¼ cjðbjPjt þ cjÞ ð8Þ

where the EH output is negative corresponding to the P2H

mode. In the SCUC problem, the total cost minimization to

meet hourly loads will automatically determine the hours

and levels of EH power injection and withdrawal.

The net output power of EHj (Pjt) is constrained by (9)–

(11), which represent the linear relationship between the

power that charges the EH storage in P2H mode (PP2H
jt ) and

the power that discharges it in G2P mode (PG2P
jt ).

Pjt ¼ gG2Pj PG2P
jt �

PP2H
jt

gP2Hj

ð9Þ

PP2H
j;minI

P2H
jt �PP2H

jt �PP2H
j;maxI

P2H
jt ð10Þ

PG2P
j;minI

G2P
jt �PG2P

jt �PG2P
j;maxI

G2P
jt ð11Þ

where negative value of Pjt corresponds to the P2H mode;

gG2Pj (gP2Hj ) is conversion efficiency of G2P (P2H), and

0\gG2Pj ; gP2Hj \1; PP2H
j;min, PG2P

j;min, PP2H
j;max and PG2P

j;maxare the

lower and upper limits of the corresponding mode.

The hydrogen storage level Cjt in EHj is constrained by

(12)–(14), where (13) ensures that the storage level of the

EH is sufficient to provide service, and (14) is to avoid end-

of-horizon effects by setting the final hydrogen storage

level to be close to its initial value.

Cjðtþ1Þ ¼ Cjt þ PP2H
jt Dt � PG2P

jt Dt � Ojt ð12Þ

Cj;min �Cjt �Cj;max ð13Þ

Cj0 � DCj �CjNT
�Cj0 þ DCj ð14Þ

where Cj,min and Cj,max are the lower and upper storage

limits; Dt represents a time interval which is one hour in
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this paper, and DCj is a pre-specified value; and Ojt

represents the hydrogen product directly supplied to other

energy sectors, which is constrained by (15):

0�Ojt �Oj;max ð15Þ

Ancillary services at each hour are constrained by (16)–

(22). For an EH, its charging P2H capacity could be

considered as spinning reserve or regulation up, and so

could its discharging capacity in the G2P mode. Then the

constraints for regulation up (ru) ujt and regulation down

(rd) djt of EHj are defined by (16) and (17), where UP2H
j ,

DP2H
j , UG2P

j and DG2P
j denote the total ramping up and

ramping down capacity in corresponding modes, and

mY
x (0�mY

x � 1) are apportioning multipliers where x =

{ru,rd,rs,ro} and Y = {G2P,P2H}:

ujt � IG2Pjt UG2P
j mG2P

ru þ IP2Hjt DP2H
j mP2H

rd ð16Þ

djt � IG2Pjt DG2P
j mG2P

rd þ IP2Hjt UP2H
j mP2H

ru ð17Þ

Spinning reserve (rs) capacity Prs
jt is defined in (18):

Prs
jt � IG2Pjt RG2P

j mG2P
rs þ IP2Hjt RP2H

j mP2H
rs ð18Þ

Operating reserve (ro) Pro
jt is expressed by (19)–(20),

where qj denotes operating reserve capacity in the idling

mode, and QG2P
j is the quick start capacity of EHj in the

G2P mode:

Pro
jt � IG2Pjt RG2P

j mG2P
ro þ IP2Hjt RP2H

j mP2H
ro þ qj ð19Þ

qj ¼ ð1� IG2Pjt � IP2Hjt ÞQG2P
j ð20Þ

When providing regulation down service, EH generates

more than the minimum power in the G2P mode, or

electrolyzes less than the maximum power in the P2H

mode, as described in (21):

Pjt � djt � IG2Pjt PG2P
j;min � IP2Hjt PP2H

j;max ð21Þ

In the G2P mode, the sum of generating power,

regulation up, spinning reserve and operation reserve will

not exceed its maximum generation capacity, as presented

in (22):

Pjt þ ujt þ Prs
jt þ Pro

jt � IG2Pjt PG2P
j;max � IP2Hjt PP2H

j;min þ qj ð22Þ

The standby electrolyzer in the P2H mode consumes a

negligible amount of power which is not taken into

consideration.

2.2.3 Constraints for typical SCUC

The typical hourly UC constraints [37] listed below

include the system power balance constraints (23), unit

minimum on time limits (25), unit minimum off time limits

(26), unit ramping up limits (27), unit ramping down limits

(28), unit generation limits (29), system spinning reserve

requirements (30), system operating reserve requirements

(31), regulation up requirements (32), regulation down

requirements (33), and DC network constraints (34).

Accordingly,

XNG

i¼1

PitIit þ
XNE

j¼1

PjtIjt þ
XNW

w¼1

Pwt ¼ Dt ð23Þ

where Dt is system load at time t; Pwt is the generation

dispatch of wind unit w at hour t; and NW is the total

number of wind power units, and the dispatched wind

power is constraint by (24).

0�Pwt �Pf
wt ð24Þ

where Pf
wt is forecasted available wind generation.

TU
i ¼ maxð0;minðNT; ðTon

i � Xon
i0 ÞIi0ÞÞ

XTU
i

t¼1

ð1� IitÞ ¼ 0

XtþTon
i �1

s¼t

Iis � Ton
i ðIit � Iiðt�1ÞÞ8t ¼ TU

i þ 1; � � � ; NT � Ton
i þ 1

XNT

s¼t

½Iis � ðIit � Iiðt�1ÞÞ� � 0 8t ¼ NT � Ton
i þ 2; � � � ; NT

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð25Þ
TD
i ¼ maxð0;minðNT; ðToff

i � Xoff
i0 Þð1� Ii0ÞÞÞ

XTD
i

t¼1

Iit ¼ 0

XtþToff
i

�1

s¼t

ð1� IisÞ� Toff
i ðIiðt�1Þ � IitÞ8t ¼ TD

i þ 1; � � � ;NT � Toff
i þ 1

XNT

s¼t

½1� Iis � ðIiðt�1Þ � IitÞ� � 0 8t ¼ NT � Toff
i þ 2; � � � ;NT

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð26Þ

where Ton
i (Toff

i ) is the minimum on (off) time of unit i;

TU
i (T

D
i ) is hours of unit i must be initially on (off) due to its

minimum up (down) time limits; Xon
i0 (X

off
i0 ) is number of

hours unit i has already been on (off) prior to the first

hour.

Pit � Piðt�1Þ � ½1� Iitð1� Iiðt�1ÞÞ�PRU
i þ Iitð1

� Iiðt�1ÞÞPi;min ð27Þ

Piðt�1Þ � Pit � ½1� Iiðt�1Þð1� IitÞ�PRD
i þ Iiðt�1Þð1

� IitÞPi;min ð28Þ

where PRU
i , PRD

i and Pi,min are the ramp-up limit, ramp-

down limit and minimum generation of unit i.

Pi;minIit �Pit �Pi;maxIit ð29Þ
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where Pi,max is the upper limit of real generation of unit i.

XNG

i¼1

PRS
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

Prs
jt �RS

t ð30Þ

XNG

i¼1

PRO
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

Pro
jt �RO

t ð31Þ

where PRS
it and PRO

it are the spinning and operating reserve

provided by unit i at time t; and correspondingly RS
t and R

O
t

are the system spinning and operating reserve

requirements.

XNG

i¼1

PRU
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

Pru
jt �RRU

t ð32Þ

XNG

i¼1

PRD
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

Prd
jt �RRD

t ð33Þ

where PRU
it and PRD

it are the regulation up and down service

provided by unit i; and RRU
t and RRD

t are the system reg-

ulation up and down requirements.

SFðKpPp þ KwPw þ KEPE � KDPDÞ
�� ���PL ð34Þ

where PL is the vector of maximum power flow limits; SF
is the shift factor matrix; Kp is the bus-unit incidence

matrix; Kw is the bus-wind incidence matrix; KE is the bus-

EH incidence matrix; KD is bus-load incidence matrix; Pp,

Pw and PE are generation vectors of thermal units, wind

farms and EHs, respectively; and PD is the demand vector.

2.2.4 Constraints for SCUC with wind uncertainty

In the deterministic formulation above, the electricity

generated from wind turbines is known through short-term

forecasting, and there is no consideration of wind power

uncertainty. To take into account the variability of wind

generation, the base case constraints (with forecasted wind

power) (23), (24), (29)–(34) are re-used as scenario con-

straints (35)–(42), where the base case variables are

replaced by corresponding scenario variables [33]. Here,

the wind power is assumed to follow a normal distribution

N(lw, rw) with expected value lw equal to the forecasted

wind power, and standard deviation representing volatility

rw is a percentage of lw. Then the Monte Carlo method

generates multiple scenarios according to this distribution.

In each scenario, an hourly random wind power generation

profile is considered.

XNG

i¼1

Ps
itIit þ

XNE

j¼1

Ps
jtIjt þ

XNW

w¼1

Ps
wt ¼ Dt ð35Þ

0�Ps
wt �Pf;s

wt ð36Þ

Pi;minIit �Ps
it �Pi;maxIit ð37Þ

XNG

i¼1

P
RS;s
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

P
rs;s
jt �RS

t ð38Þ

XNG

i¼1

P
RO;s
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

P
ro;s
jt �RO

t ð39Þ

XNG

i¼1

P
RU;s
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

P
ru;s
jt �RRU

t ð40Þ

XNG

i¼1

P
RD;s
it Iit þ

XNE

j¼1

P
rd;s
jt �RRD

t ð41Þ

SFðKpP
s
p þ KwP

s
w þ KEP

s
E � KDPDÞ

���
����PL ð42Þ

where the superscript s is an index spanning wind power

generation scenarios.

The ability of unit i and EHj to compensate the wind

energy variability in scenario s is constrained by (43).

Ps
it � Pit

�� ���Di

Ps
jt � Pjt

���
����Dj

8
<

: ð43Þ

where Di and Dj represent the feasible re-dispatch limit to

accommodate the variable wind power, such as 10/60 (30/

60) of hourly ramping capacity of thermal units

(electrolyzers).

3 Solution methodology

To alleviate the complexity in the proposed SCUC

problem, a nested Benders decomposition [33] is used to

unbundle the problem into a master UC problem and

multiple network constraint subproblems. To take into

account variable wind power generation, the Monte Carlo

simulation method generates a large number of scenarios

which is then reduced by a fast forward algorithm [38].

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm,

and more detailed discussions of the SCUC problem with

the Benders decomposition are presented in [32, 39].

In Part I of Fig. 3, with the forecasted wind power, the

master problem provides the UC and dispatching solution

to minimize the operating cost. Using the UC solution, the

network security check subproblems will confirm the

power flow. If any power flow constraint is violated, Cut 1

will eliminate the overloaded lines by enforcing limits on

the output of relevant generation and EH units, which are

added to the master problem to recalculate the new

commitment.

In Part II, the wind power volatility subproblems will

check whether the currently available SCUC solution is
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capable of accommodating the wind energy variability. If

any violation occurs, corrective actions will be considered

by re-dispatching the current committed units. If this fails,

Cut 2 will calculate a preventive action and add it to the

master problem to get a new UC solution. Corrective and

preventive actions for managing variable wind power

generation are detailed in [33].

The Benders decomposition procedure and convergence

check methods are detailed in [32, 40]. The MILP method

[31, 34] is applied using the CPLEX software. The master

unit commitment problem is solved iteratively using Cut 1

and Cut 2 to solve subproblems. When no network viola-

tion occurs and all the wind variability scenarios are

accommodated, a final robust SCUC solution is obtained.

4 Simulation and results

Two case studies consisting of a 6-bus and modified

IEEE 118-bus system are used to illustrate the performance

of the proposed model.

4.1 Case study of a 6-bus system

The 6-bus system shown in Fig. 4 is studied over the

24-hour of operation. It includes one base unit G1, two

peaking units G2 and G3, one wind unit and one EH unit.

The EH and wind units are located at Bus 4.

Parameters of units, transmission lines, and the EH are

listed in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4. Here, the EH parameters are

simplified [16, 17] with 200 MWh maximum hydrogen

storage capacity and 40 MWh minimum reserve capacity,

and its initial storage level is 80 MWh. When the request

for storage exceeds its capacity, the produced hydrogen

will be supplied to other sectors with the maximum power

of 40 MW. The conversion efficiency of P2H is about

75%–82% and the round-trip efficiency of the power-to-

hydrogen-to-power process is around 40% [41]. It is

expected that the efficiency will improve continuously

[42]. Conservatively, we define the round-trip efficiency as

32%, being 80% for P2H and 40% for G2P. The hourly

load over the 24-hour horizon is listed in Table 5, as well

as the forecasted wind power (Pw, with 140 MW installed

capacity). It is assumed that the system operating reserve,

spinning reserve and regulation are 10, 5 and 2% of the

load, respectively.

The following four cases are discussed.

Case 1: Base case is considered with the forecasted wind

power and without the proposed EH.

Case 2: An EH is installed at Bus 4, which is close to the

wind generation unit, as shown in Fig. 4.

Case 3: The EH in Case 2 is relocated from Bus 4 to Bus

3 to be close to the load center.

Case 4: The forecasted wind power and 10 simulated

wind power scenarios are considered simultaneously,

considering various wind power penetration levels with

and without the EH.

4.1.1 Hourly UC and dispatch results

The hourly commitment and dispatch results in Cases 1

and 2 are given in Fig. 5. The total operational costs in

Start

Master UC problem

Determine UC with forecasted wind generation in base case

Violation?

Violation?Cut 1 Y

Y

N

N

End

I

II
Check feasibility to 

accommodate the wind 
volatility in scenario 1

Check feasibility to 
accommodate the wind 
volatility in scenario s

...

Cut 2

Input parameter

Hourly network check subproblem

Fig. 3 Flow chart of SCUC
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W
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Fig. 4 Example 6-bus power system
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Table 1 Generation unit characteristics

Unit a (MBtu/MW2h) b (MBtu/MWh) c (MBtu) Pmax (MW) Pmin (MW) S ($)

G1 0.0004 13.5 176.9 200 100 100

G2 0.001 32.6 129.9 100 30 300

G3 0.006 17.6 137.4 25 10 0

G2P 0.0065 19.6 141.4 20 10 0

Table 2 Generation unit characteristics

Unit Ramp rate (MW/h) c ($/MBtu) Toff (hour) Ton (hour) Initial state (hour) QG2P (MW)

G1 50 1.2469 4 4 4 50

G2 40 1.2461 3 2 2 50

G3 15 1.2462 1 1 -1 15

G2P 20 1.250 1 1 1 20

Table 3 Transmission line characteristics

Line No. Initial bus Terminal bus Impedance (p.u.) Power flow limit (MW)

1 1 2 0.17 200

2 1 4 0.258 100

3 2 4 0.197 100

4 5 6 0.140 100

5 3 6 0.018 100

6 2 3 0.037 100

7 4 5 0.037 100

Table 4 Parameters of P2H in EH

Unit b (MBtu/ MWh) c (MBtu) c ($/ MBtu) Pmax (MW) Pmin (MW) Ramp rate (MW/h) QG2P (MW)

P2H 12.5 141 0.01 40 10 40 40

Table 5 Hourly forecasted wind power and load distribution

Hour Pw (MW) Load (MW) Hour Pw (MW) Load (MW)

L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3

1 69.6 54.7 73.1 59.5 13 130.6 130.9 83.9 48.7

2 103.2 51.7 67.8 62.4 14 102.4 126.8 83.2 48.3

3 128.4 49.4 67.6 62.2 15 110.2 121.2 84.1 55.8

4 139.8 56.3 68.2 79.6 16 118.8 104.3 82.9 71.8

5 115.6 63.3 68.8 88.0 17 102.5 92.3 79.9 96.8

6 95.6 65.6 80.4 109.0 18 137.2 76.6 72.1 92.4

7 120.8 108.1 78.7 105.2 19 139.0 79.6 89.7 113.1

8 95.5 115.4 83.6 72.3 20 44.5 62.5 79.4 99.7

9 70.2 112.5 81.6 61.0 21 5.4 65.1 80.1 73.8

10 67.6 120.5 81.0 60.6 22 10.4 59.36 85.5 67.0

11 79.2 121.9 84.6 59.2 23 13.8 48.3 75.5 58.0

12 122.8 131.7 84.5 61.1 24 30.8 45.5 73.6 44.8
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Cases 1 and 2 are $76852 and $73871, respectively. While,

in Case 3, the cost is $74131, which is slightly higher than

that in Case 2. In Case 1, G2 and G3 are committed for 4

and 12 hours, respectively, and G1 is always committed.

Compared to Case 1, the operational cost in Case 2 is

reduced because G2 is committed less, even though there is

only a 1-hour commitment reduction of G3 and an addi-

tional 3-hour commitment of G2P.

More specifically, the dispatch results in Cases 1 and 2

at hours 18–21 are listed in Table 6. In Case 1, G2 is

committed to compensate the sharp decline in the wind

power generation during hours 19–21. Besides, since G1

cannot meet the reserve requirement alone (i.e., 12.0 MW

spinning reserve requirement, 5% of the total load), G3 is

committed at hour 18. While, in Case 2, the loaded power

of P2H serves as reserve capacity at hours 18 and 19, and

the unloaded capacity of G2P supplies the additional

ramping requirement at hours 20 and 21. Accordingly, the

total operational cost at hour 19 decreases from $3901 in

Case 1 to $3349 in Case 2.

4.1.2 P2H and G2P results in EH

The hydrogen produced and consumed in the EH in

Case 2 is given in Fig. 6. As shown by the blue dashed line,

P2H mode works at hours 1–5, 7, 18, 19, and G2P mode

works at hours 20–22. Accordingly, the hydrogen energy in

the EH increases from an initial 80 MWh to finish at

119.34 MWh, with 120 MWh generated from P2H and

80.66 MWh consumed in G2P. Besides, 1.63 MWh of

hydrogen products will be provided to other sectors.

As we mentioned in Sect. 1, supplying hydrogen prod-

ucts to other sectors will enhance the economic outlook of

EH and release the available storage capacity inside the

EH. To illustrate this merit, the maximum storage capacity

is set as 160 MWh, then the stored hydrogen in the EH is

shown as the red dashed line in Fig. 6. In this case,

hydrogen storage reaches its maximum capacity limit at

hour 4, and the excess hydrogen production will no longer

serve other sectors, so P2H will be curtailed to meet the

maximum capacity constraint.

The surplus hydrogen could also be stored in long-term

storage devices [24] to mitigate the impacts of gas short-

ages and congestion. This will further facilitate decoupling

the power system from the gas grid: as the largest con-

sumer of the natural gas system, gas generators usually rely

on the interruptible gas transportation which are the first to

be curtailed during congestion [43].

4.1.3 Wind power curtailment

The proposed EH enhances dispatchability of wind

generation, as shown in Fig. 7. DC represents the wind

curtailment difference between Cases 1 and 2. Compared to

Case 1, the total curtailment reduces dramatically in Cases

Table 6 Dispatch results at hours 18–21 for Case 1 and Case 2

Case Hour Unit (MW) EH (MW) Pw (MW)

G1 G2 G3 G2P P2H

Case 1 18 106.5 0 10 / / 124.6

19 125.9 30 0 / / 126.4

20 167.1 30 0 / / 44.5

21 183.5 30 0 / / 5.4

Case 2 18 116.5 0 0 0 12.6 137.2

19 162.3 0 0 0 19.0 139.0

20 187.1 0 0 10 0 44.5

21 191.3 0 10 12.3 0 5.4
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2 and 3. The expected daily wind energy curtailments in

Cases 1–3 are 194, 24 and 49 MWh, respectively.

However, at hour 19, the wind curtailment in Case 3 is

larger than that in Case 1, while there is no curtailment in

Case 2, as listed in Table 7. It seems likely that when the EH

is relocated fromBus 4 to Bus 3, the transmission congestion

caused by the re-commitment and re-dispatch of G1 and G2

in Case 3 will limit the applicability of the EH, as shown in

Fig. 8. Hence, if we relax the branch flow constraints, the

wind curtailment will not be necessary in Case 2.

Case 2 still has a better economic performance than

Case 1, even though the increased net wind curtailment at

hour 19 alone requires particular attention. It can be con-

cluded that separating EH and wind generation locations

can impact their coordination and final scheduling.

4.1.4 Unit commitment with volatile wind generation

The simulated wind power scenarios are considered to

check whether the currently available SCUC solution is

capable of accommodating the variability of wind power,

as shown in Fig. 3. They follow a normal distribution with

a standard deviation of 10% about the expected values.

Using the Monte Carlo method, 3000 wind power scenarios

are generated and then reduced to 10 scenarios [38], which

are given in Table 8.

The scenario reduction technique eliminates scenarios

with low probability and aggregates similar scenarios

[32, 38] to get a tradeoff between computational difficulty

and approximation accuracy. To illustrate the effectiveness

of this reduction, the relative error of total cost (from 80

scenarios to 2 scenarios) is given in Fig. 9. It can be seen

that the relative distance between objective functions with

80 scenarios and 10 scenarios resulting from the scenario

reduction is within 2.5%.

To consider other wind penetration levels in EH, we

define a low wind penetration (LWP) scenario in which the

installed capacity of wind generation is reduced from 140

MW in the original high wind penetration (HWP) scenario

to 70 MW. For comparison, two base cases (base case 1 for

LWP and base case 2 for HWP) without EH are also

introduced.

The final UC results are given in Table 9. Since the EH

acts only at hours 2 and 3 in the LWP scenario, there is no

distinct difference between base case 1 (BS1) and LWP.

Accordingly, their total operating costs are $98968 and

$100018 respectively. In the HWP scenario, the P2H unit is

committed more frequently to absorb the surplus wind

power. This means that the EH, as an interruptible load,

could provide higher reserve capacity for the system. Thus,

the EH has a better performance in this HWP scenario. As

a consequence, G2 and G3 are committed less in HWP, and

the total operating costs are substantially different between

base case 2 (BS2) at $83782 and HWP at $79985.

4.2 A modified IEEE 118-bus test system

A modified IEEE 118-bus test system is used to test the

proposed model. The system has 54 units, 186 branches,

and 91 demand sites, and its detailed data are given in

motor.ece.iit.edu/data/SCUC_P2H_118.

Table 7 Dispatch results at hours 18-21 for Case 1 and Case 3

Case Hour Unit (MW) EH (MW) Pw

(MW)
G1 G2 G3 G2P P2H

Case 1 18 116.5 0 0 / / 124.6

19 125.9 30 0 / / 126.4

20 167.1 30 0 / / 44.5

21 183.5 30 0 / / 5.4

Case 3 18 116.5 0 0 0 12.6 137.2

19 152.3 0 10 0 0 120.0

20 187.1 0 0 10 0 44.5

21 191.3 0 10 12.3 0 5.4
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Firstly, the SCUC solution with a daily operational cost

of $1674974 is obtained without considering wind and

EHs. Then wind farms and EHs, which have the same

output profile and characteristics as those in the 6-bus

system, are integrated into the 118-bus system to study the

performance of the proposed EH with different wind pen-

etration. To consider the influence of wind volatility, rw is

increased to 22%. The Monte Carlo simulation and sce-

nario reduction techniques are used to produce 10 scenarios

from 100 generated scenarios, which represent higher wind

volatility. The total costs resulting from SCUC with

different wind penetrations, with and without EHs, are

given in Table 10.

In Table 10, when the wind penetration level is below

20.28% (or 10.14% for rw = 22%), the wind power

volatility is mitigated by corrective actions of the com-

mitted thermal units in the 118-bus system. Thus the EHs

have no actions. If the wind power penetration increases

sequentially, the difference between cases without and with

EHs becomes more evident. This observation is consistent

with those of the 6-bus system. Moreover, by comparing

cases for rw = 10% and rw = 22%, it can be observed that

the EH holds greater promise in more volatile wind

scenarios.

The MILP was solved using CPLEX 12.1 under the

MATLAB on a personal PC with Intel i7 2.8 GHz pro-

cessor (8 GB RAM). Computation for the 118-bus system

without wind units and EHs requires 4 minutes. With

increasing the complexity caused by a higher integration of

wind units and EHs, the computation time gradually

increases from 4 minutes to 87 minutes for 19 wind units

and 3 EHs. Using decomposition techniques enables the

Table 8 Respective wind power scenarios

Hour Respective wind power scenario (MW)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 67.3 61.7 62.0 63.6 79.1 73.3 76.6 66.2 61.8 75.6

2 101.8 106.3 107.3 91.7 99.7 103.8 105.3 100.9 88.1 107.1

3 126.9 130.6 121.0 129.9 113.2 132.9 137.8 133.9 125.7 135.9

4 136.8 141.8 134.3 125.3 139.8 142.3 139.3 145.3 129.8 133.3

5 116.8 121.4 126.0 121.6 117.6 118.6 121.2 119.6 121.2 119.6

6 94.1 98.6 95.5 94.5 92.4 97.5 93.5 96.5 101.6 93.3

7 123.6 115.1 117.5 123.3 121.3 115.4 115.3 129.5 112.4 115.3

8 89.8 96.1 104.7 104.2 109.0 94.8 99.9 94.6 92.7 102.0

9 68.1 73.1 61.7 70.2 75.2 66.3 60.9 66.4 76.0 64.2

10 74.4 65.5 60.3 72.4 77.2 55.3 72.3 61.2 71.4 62.0

11 80.4 78.0 76.5 81.8 76.9 82.4 81.3 75.0 76.8 88.0

12 107.3 122.6 115.2 127.9 116.5 130.7 128.2 125.5 117.4 132.1

13 124.3 128.8 135.6 121.5 135.5 115.8 125.7 121.8 127.0 123.2

14 103.4 103.9 96.0 97.1 110.0 103.5 105.9 98.8 105.4 105.8

15 114.7 106.4 116.3 97.8 102.9 99.6 94.9 95.4 112.6 118.0

16 121.2 109.8 121.7 119.6 102.3 121.5 122.6 114.7 120.8 115.3

17 117.8 112.2 96.7 103.1 98.4 102.2 102.1 88.4 101.9 108.1

18 135.7 132.2 129.6 139.1 140.1 138.9 138.4 137.9 127.2 130.3

19 137.6 130.2 143.4 144.5 147.5 144.1 142.8 141.7 139.4 135.5

20 52.2 44.9 53.6 49.9 37.2 42.1 44.4 50.1 45.3 46.3

21 5.0 5.8 8.4 4.3 7.9 4.2 6.9 7.0 6.2 4.4

22 11.9 9.7 11.4 6.3 13.2 9.5 11.7 12.2 11.0 8.6

23 16.2 12.1 11.9 14.8 15.2 16.7 15.5 17.6 17.4 11.8

24 27.7 33.1 34.3 40.9 25.5 30.4 30.5 35.9 35.4 31.1
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application of parallel computing which can speed up the

proposed solution and reduce the total CPU time.

5 Conclusion and future work

A day-ahead SCUC problem is modeled which inte-

grates wind generation and EHs composed of P2H and G2P

units with gas storage. The SCUC problem is solved by

MILP method with the Benders decomposition technology.

Accordingly, the following conclusions are provided.

1) EHs offer a potential to reduce wind curtailments and

manage a variable power profile, especially with a

high level of wind energy penetration.

2) Supplying hydrogen products directly to other industry

sectors enhances the EH’s capability to reduce wind

curtailments as it releases the additional available

storage capacity at the EH.

3) Separating the EH and wind generation locations may

impact their coordination and, in some cases, even

lead to increased wind curtailments.

Future work will include the modeling of load uncer-

tainty as well as transmission line contingency. There are

successful works presented on co-optimization [43] of the

power system and natural gas grid [44, 45], especially

regarding the SCUC problem [46] with wind variability

[47]. The proposed EH model will be extended to consider

such works.
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Table 9 Unit commitment with wind power scenarios

Hour BS1 LWP BS2 HWP

G1 G2 G3 G1 G2 G3 G2P P2H G1 G2 G3 G1 G2 G3 G2P P2H

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

8-17 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

18 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

20 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

21 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

22 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

23 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

24 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Table 10 Total cost for several wind penetration levels

Wind penetration level

&

Wind unit location

Cost (rw = 10%) ($) Cost (rw = 22%) ($)

Without EH With 3 EHs Without EH With 3 EHs

3.38% (79) 1637341 1637341 1637716 1637716

10.14% (?63,81) 1563106 1563106 1564955 1564955

20.28% (?25, 71,116) 1454488 1454488 1458440 1457739

30.42% (?68,69,30) 1349136 1348581 1352670 1348473

40.56% (?72,73,38) 1247872 1246110 1251958 1246592

50.70% (?91,99,26) 1149924 1145269 1158007 1151816

64.22% (?37,81,113,5) 1025635 1019936 1031836 1025257
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